
 
 
 
 
International Fellowships 2024: Social Sciences and Humanities 
 
The International Fellowship Programme, which is jointly run by the British Academy and the 
Royal Society, offers researchers from the humanities and social sciences the opportunity to 
work for two years at a UK institution with the aim of building a globally connected, mobile 
research and innovation workforce. Outputs involving creative practice (e.g., musical 
composition and performance, visual practice, creative writing, and film making) are 
welcome, but will be considered to fall within the British Academy's remit only when they 
form part of an integrated project of critical or historical significance.  
 
For a full list, please scroll down. 
 

• Classical Antiquity 
• Theology and Religious Studies 
• Africa, Asia, and the Middle East 
• Linguistics and Philology 
• Early Modern Languages and Literatures to 1830 
• Modern Languages, Literatures and Other Media from 1830 
• Archaeology 
• Medieval Studies 
• Early Modern History to 1850 
• Modern History from 1850 
• History of Art and Music 
• Philosophy 
• Law 
• Economics and Economic History 
• Anthropology and Geography 
• Sociology, Demography and Social Statistics 
• Political Studies: Political Theory, Government, and International Relations 
• Psychology 
• Culture, Media, and Performance 
• Education 
• Management and Business Studies 

 
UFS internal deadline:  10 March 2024   
British Academy deadline: 13 March 2024 
  
Eligibility 

• Must have a PhD, or applicants in the final stages of their PhD will be accepted 
provided that the PhD will be completed (including viva) before the start date of the 
fellowship. Confirmation of award of the PhD will be required before any fellowship 
award is confirmed. 

• Applicants should have no more than seven years of active full-time postdoctoral 
experience at the time of application (discounting career breaks but including 
teaching experience and/or time spent in industry). 

• Must be working outside the UK. 
• Must not hold UK citizenship. 
• Must be competent in oral and written English. 
• Must have a clearly defined and mutually beneficial research proposal agreed with a 

UK host researcher. 
 



Budget 
  

• The International Fellowships offer support for two years and the award is offered at 
80% FEC. Applicants may apply for research expenses of up to £12 000 and 
relocation costs of up to £8 000. Applicants will need to justify the level of research 
expenses and relocation costs requested in their application. 

 
Access the scheme notes for applicants here. 

https://www.ufs.ac.za/docs/librariesprovider41/announcements/international_fellowship_2024_-_scheme_notes-attachment.pdf?sfvrsn=96390e20_2

